NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR THE ARTS
(3-Year Term)
1 Member Who Represents the Public-at-Large, As An Arts
Consumer and Participant

_____ Donna Fowler*

_____ Ross Simons

* Incumbent

ENDORSED BY
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR THE ARTS
(3-Year Term)
1 Member Who Represents the Public-at-Large, As An Arts Consumer and Participant

* Donna Fowler

Ross Simons

ENDORSED BY

* Incumbent
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR THE ARTS
(3-Year Term)
1 Member Who Represents the Public-at-Large, As An Arts Consumer and Participant

☑ Donna Fowler*

☐ Ross Simons

* Incumbent
EXHIBIT NO. 1

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR THE ARTS
(3-Year Term)
1 Member Who Represents the Public-at-Large, As An Arts Consumer and Participant

✓ Donna Fowler*

____ Ross Simons

* Incumbent
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR THE ARTS
(3-Year Term)
1 Member Who Represents the Public-at-Large, As An Arts Consumer and Participant

☐ Donna Fowler*

☐ Ross Simons

* Incumbent
EXHIBIT NO. 1

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR THE ARTS
(3-Year Term)
1 Member Who Represents the Public-at-Large, As An Arts Consumer and Participant

☑ Donna Fowler*
___ Ross Simons

* Incumbent
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR THE ARTS
(3-Year Term)
1 Member Who Represents the Public-at-Large, As An Arts Consumer and Participant

[Signature]
Donna Fowler*

[Signature]
Ross Simons

* Incumbent
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR THE ARTS
(3-Year Term)
1 Member Who Represents the Public-at-Large, As An Arts Consumer and Participant

☐ Donna Fowler*

☐ Ross Simons

* Incumbent

ENDORSED BY

11-27-07
ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR THE ARTS
(3-Year Term)
1 Member Who Represents the Public-at-Large, As An Arts Consumer and Participant

Donna Fowler*
Ross Simons

* Incumbent